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Abstract—As the VLSI manufacturing technology

advances into the deep sub-micron(DSM) era, the

mask cost can reach one or two million dollars. Mul-

tiple project wafers (MPW) which put different dies

onto the same set of masks is a good cost-sharing ap-

proach. Every design needs to be produced by its de-

sired technology process, such as 1 poly with 4 metal

layers (1P4M), or 1 poly with 5 metal layers (1P5M).

Dies with different desired manufacturing processes

cannot be produced from the same wafer, but they

can be put onto the same set of masks in order to

reduce the total cost of the used masks and wafers.

In this paper, we propose a novel integer linear pro-

gramming (ILP)-based floorplanner for shuttle runs

consisting of projects requiring different desired pro-

cesses. Two simulated annealing-based side-to-side

wafer dicing planners are also presented. Experimen-

tal results show that our approach achieves 28% wafer

reduction on average compared to a previous simu-

lated annealing-based reticle floorplanner.

I. Introduction

As the VLSI manufacturing technology advances into
the deep sub-micron era, mask cost increases at an ac-
celerating rate. The mask cost is around $700k dollars
for 130nm and $1 million dollars for 90nm. Reticle en-
hancement technologies(RET) such as optical proximity
correction (OPC) and phase shifting mask (PSM) cause
the complexity and the cost of mask to grow dramatically
[1, 2, 3]. Multiple project wafers(MPW), or shuttle run,
allows customers to share the expensive cost of a common
mask tooling set for an engineering-run and obtain their
samples quickly for fast prototyping and low volume de-
signs. MPW vendors like Taiwanese Semiconductor Man-
ufacturing Company (TSMC) and IBM provide shuttle
services to their customers.

MPW involves two key problems : (1) shuttle mask
(reticle) floorplanning and (2) wafer dicing planning. Un-
like the traditional floorplanning problem which is to pack
the blocks as closely as possible in order to minimize
the total area and minimize the wirelength between the
blocks, the objective of shuttle mask floorplanning is to
reduce the total cost of the used masks and wafers. A
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Fig. 1. (a) A reticle floorplan consisting of four dies. (b)
{h1, h2, h3, h4} is a row dicing plan and {v1, v2, v3, v4} is a
column dicing plan. Only D2 and D3 are diced out.

better shuttle mask floorplan provides better wafer yield,
in other words, more dies can be produced by less wafers.
A simple reticle floorplan example is shown in figure 1(a).
The fabricated wafers must be cut to obtain the bare dies.
Usually the dies on a wafer are cut out by a cutting saw
that traverses the whole wafer horizontally and vertically.
This is called side-to-side wafer dicing. A set of horizon-
tal (vertical) cut lines, called a row (column) dicing plan
must be assigned for each row (column) of reticles on the
wafer as shown in figure 2. A die can be diced out suc-
cessfully only when the cut lines are along the margins of
the die in the reticle floorplan and no cut lines cut across
the die. Only a fraction of dies can be diced out according
to a dicing plan because cutting out one die may destroy
another die. For example, in figure 1(b), only two dies
are diced out. Packing the different dies on a reticle and
choosing the right wafer dicing plans are two interesting
and challenging problems.

Recently, a number of papers considered the reticle
floorplanning problem and the wafer dicing problem [4]-
[10]. Many works (eg. [4, 5, 6, 7, 9]) only considered how
to minimize the reticle area and/or maximize the mini-
mum number of successfully extracted copies of the same
die type in a wafer without considering the actual de-
mand of each type. Some works are based on the sim-
ple but inaccurate assumption that a wafer is rectangular
when performing optimization [7, 9]. The use of highly ex-
pensive wafer dicing equipment other than a side-to-side
wafer dicing equipment was considered in [6]. A simulated
annealing-based floorplanner considering a weighted sum
of various objectives was proposed in [8]. Wu et al. [10]



Fig. 2. A side-to-side wafer dicing plan.

considered the circular shape of the wafers and the pro-
duction volume requirement of each die type when per-
forming optimization, but their approach required a long
run time.

In practice, in order to maximize the MPW utilization
and reduce the total cost of the used masks and wafers,
projects requiring different number of metal layers can be
put on the same shuttle. If a wafer is used to fabricate
the projects with 4 metal layers, the wafer is taken off
before processing the 5th metal layers, so on and so forth.
Non-1P4M projects that are diced out from 1P4M wafer
will malfunction and must be discarded. In this paper, we
propose a novel integer linear programming-based floor-
planner for shuttle runs consisting of projects requiring
different desired technology processes.

Our goal is to minimize the number of wafers needed to
satisfy the demands of all die types. Our floorplanner in-
corporates die replication on a reticle to reduce the total
number of wafers needed to meet the different demands
of different die types. Moreover, we propose two simu-
lated annealing-based wafer dicing planners to minimize
the number of required wafers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We for-
mulate and analyze the problem in section II. A novel
integer linear programming-based floorplanner is given
in section III. A simulated annealing-based wafer dicing
planner is presented in section IV. Experimental results
are reported in chapter V.

II. Problem Analysis

The problem considered in this paper is as follows.
Given (1) a set of N projects with their desired technology
processes and demands, (2) the maximum dimensions of
a reticle, (3) the wafer size, we want to find a reticle floor-
plan and a set of side-to-side wafer dicing plans in order
to satisfy the demand of each die type while minimizing
the required wafers.

We say that two dies on the reticle are in vertical (hor-
izontal) conflict if no set of vertical (horizontal) cut lines
can dice the two dies simultaneously. On the contrary,
two dies are conflict-free if there exists a set of vertical
cut lines and a set of horizontal cut lines to extract both

dies simultaneously. Figure 3 illustrates these concepts.
If many dies are in vertical/horizontal conflicts, the yield
will be seriously affected.

Fig. 3. D1 and D2 are in vertical conflict. D2 and D3 are in
horizontal conflict. D1 and D3 are conflict-free.

In this paper, we consider the fact that the projects in
a shuttle run may require different technology processes.
We note that the dies of different technology processes
cannot be extracted from the same wafer. Therefore, we
have the following key observation.

Observation 1 : Even if two dies with different desired
processes are conflict-free in the reticle floorplan, they still
cannot be produced at the same time.

An example is shown in figure 4, where Die A must be
produced by 1P4M wafers and Die B by 1P5M wafers.
The two dies can be diced out at the same time from the
reticle floorplan. But if a wafer is targeted to fabricate
1P4M dies, Die B extracted from this wafer will malfunc-
tion and must be discarded. On the other hand, if a wafer
is targeted to fabricate 1P5M dies, Die A extracted from
this wafer will malfunction and must be discarded.

Fig. 4. Die A must be produced by technology process 1P4M, but
Die B needs 1P5M.

In order to satisfy the different demands of the dies
and reduce the total number of wafers needed, we have
another observation as follows.

Observation 2 :We can put multiple instances of the
same die on a reticle during floorplanning depending on
the demand of the die.

III. Integer Linear Programming-Based
Floorplanner

As explained in section II, if the dies are conflict-free
on the reticle, they can be diced out at the same time.



However, we cannot put all the dies in conflict-free posi-
tions on the reticle due to the limitation on the size of the
reticle. The above observation motivates us to place the
dies of the same technology process in conflict-free posi-
tions on the reticle so that they may be extracted from
the same wafer at the same time. In other words, we must
minimize the horizontal conflict or vertical conflict situa-
tions for the dies of the same technology process but we
are not concerned about the horizontal/vertical conflicts
for the dies of different technology processes.

We assume that a grid structure with p rows and q
columns is imposed on the reticle as shown in figure 5.
We assume that there is at most one die allocated to each
grid cell and the die is aligned with left-bottom corner in
the grid cell. The width of column j in the grid structure
is determined by the width of the widest die in column
j. Similarly, the height of row i in the grid structure is
determined by the height of the tallest die in row i.

Fig. 5. A grid structure with two rows and two columns imposed
on a reticle.

Variables used in our ILP formulation are:

• xijk denotes whether die k is allocated to row i and
column j in the grid or not. xijk = 1 if die k is allo-
cated to row i and column j, and xijk = 0 otherwise.

• rk denotes whether die k is rotated or not. rk = 1 if
die k is rotated, and rk = 0 otherwise.

• rowi denotes the height of row i in the grid. For the
example in figure 5, row0 = 3.5 and row1 = 4.0.

• colj denotes the width of column j in the grid. For
the example in figure 5, col0 = 3.0 and col1 = 4.0.

• rci denotes the maximum number of the same tech-
nology process dies in row i. For the example in
figure 5, rc0 = 1 and rc1 = 2.

• ccj denotes the maximum number of same technology
process dies in column j. For the example in figure 5,
cc0 = 1 and cc1 = 2.

Constants for the ILP formulation are as follows,

• Wk, Hk, Dk denote the width, height and demand of
die k, respectively, where 1 ≤ k ≤ N .

• Total Dmd denotes the total demand of the dies, i.e.,
Total Dmd =

∑N
k=1 Dk.

• Tm denotes the set of dies which must be pro-
duced by the same technology process 1PmM. For
example in figure 5, T4 = {Die C} and T5 =
{Die A, Die B, Die D}

• Rw, Rh denote the given maximum width and height
of the reticle.

We formulate the shuttle mask floorplan problem as an
integer linear program as follows,

min (
p∑

i=1

rci +
q∑

j=1

ccj) −
N∑

k=1

(
Dk

Total Dmd

p∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

xijk)

s.t.

p∑
i=1

q∑
j=1

xijk ≥ 1 ∀k (1)

N∑
k=1

xijk = 1 ∀i, j (2)

Hk(xijk − rk) + Wk(xijk + rk − 1) ≤ rowi ∀i, j, k (3)
Wk(xijk − rk) + Hk(xijk + rk − 1) ≤ colj ∀i, j, k (4)

rowi ≥ 0 ∀i (5)
colj ≥ 0 ∀j (6)

p∑
i=1

rowi ≤ Rh (7)

q∑
j=1

colj ≤ Rw (8)

∑
k∈Tm

q∑
j=1

xijk ≤ rci ∀i, m (9)

∑
k∈Tm

p∑
i=1

xijk ≤ ccj ∀j, m (10)

xijk ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, j, k(11)
rk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k (12)

(1) guarantees that each die type must be allocated
at least one grid cell, in other words, there is at least
one instance for each die type in the reticle. Moreover,
multiple instances of the same die type can be assigned to
multiple grid cells. (2) ensures that there is at most one
die allocated to a grid cell. The variables xijk and rk in
the LHS of (3) and (4) have four possible combinations:⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

case1 : xijk = 1, rk = 1;
case2 : xijk = 1, rk = 0;
case3 : xijk = 0, rk = 1;
case4 : xijk = 0, rk = 0.

If xijk is equal to 1, it means that die k is allocated to
row i, column j in the grid. The LHS of (3) is equal to the
width of die k if rk = 1, otherwise it is equal to the height



of die k. However, if xijk=0, no matter rk=0 or 1, the LHS
of (3) and (4) is negative. So, when xijk=0, constraints
(3) and (4) will become non-binding. Rowi and colj must
be larger than or equal to zero by (5) and (6). If rowi = 0
(colj = 0), it means that no die is allocated to row i
(column j). (7) and (8) guarantee that the sum of all row
heights and the sum of all column widths are not greater
than the given maximum reticle dimensions. (9) and (10)
are used to calculate the maximum number of dies of the
same process in each row and column.

The objective function is set up according to two key
factors, the maximum number of dies of the same process
in each row(column) and the demand of each die type. By
minimizing the maximum number of dies of the same pro-
cess in each row(column), we can maximize the number
of conflict-free dies of the same process. If more dies of
the same technology process are arranged in conflict-free
positions, more dies can be extracted at the same time.
Secondly, we can put more than one instance of a die type
on the reticle according to its demand. We set the weight
for die type k as Dk

Total Dmd . The higher the demand of
die type k, the larger is its weight. The objective function
is set up to encourage replication of die types with higher
weights.

After solving the integer linear programming problem,
we get a reticle floorplan based on a grid graph. There
may be much wasted reticle area because of the differ-
ing heights(widths) of the dies arranged on the reticle
as shown in figure 6(a). The bottom-left grid cell of fig-
ure 6(a) contains a small die, Die B, and resulted in much
wasted area. In order to maximize the area utility of the
reticle, we do the following refinement. We duplicate a die
as many times as possible within its allocated grid cell as
in figure 6(b).

Fig. 6. An example of die replication after floorplanning.(a) The
bottom-left grid cell has much wasted area. (b) If we duplicate
Die B in its allocated grid cell, the area utility of the reticle is
increased.

IV. Simulated Annealing-Based Wafer Dicing

In this section, we propose two simulated annealing-
based dicing planners. A set of horizontal (vertical) cut
lines, called a row (column) dicing plan must be assigned
for each row (column) of reticles on the wafer as shown
in figure 2. We note that different technology processes
must use different wafers. Instead of using a single wafer

Fig. 7. Finding candidate row dicing plans. (a) A reticle floorplan.
(b) A horizontal conflict graph of technology process 1P4M
corresponding to the floorplan in (a). {D1, D3} is a maximal
independent set and {D4} is another maximal independent set. (c)
D1 and D3 are simultaneously dicable by row dicing plan {h1, h2,
h3, h4}. (d) D4 is dicable by row dicing plan {h1, h5}.

dicing plan for all wafers, we choose to optimize the dic-
ing plans of different technology process wafers indepen-
dently. For example, when we compute the wafer dicing
plan for 1P4M wafer, our objective is to be able to use the
minimum number of 1P4M wafers to satisfy the demands
of all 1P4M projects.

We find all the row (column) dicing plans for each tech-
nology process m by computing all the maximal indepen-
dent sets in a horizontal (vertical) conflict graph. Figure 7
shows an example for finding row dicing plans of 1P4M
wafer.

Each die of technology process m on a reticle is rep-
resented by a node in the horizontal (vertical) conflict
graph, there is an edge between two nodes if the corre-
sponding dies are in horizontal (vertical) conflict in the
reticle floorplan. An independent set in a conflict graph
is a set of nodes without any edge between them. A max-
imal independent set is an independent set such that no
node can be added to the set without breaking the inde-
pendence property. The dies corresponding to the nodes
in the same maximal independent set can be diced out
at the same time. We construct an initial wafer dicing
plan by assigning a row (column) dicing plan to each row
(column) of reticles on the wafer randomly. Then we ap-
ply simulated annealing to search for a good wafer dicing
plan with the following moves:

• Exchange the row (column) dicing plans of two rows
(columns) where the number of printed reticle images
of the rows (columns) are not equal.

• Change the row (column) dicing plan of a row (col-
umn).



We propose two slightly different wafer dicing planners
as follows.

• D1: Use the same wafer dicing plan for the wafers
of the same technology process. And we use sim-
ulated annealing to search for a single wafer dicing
plan for each technology process m. For each technol-
ogy process m, the objective is to search for a wafer
dicing plan such that maxk∈Tm

Dk

dk
is minimized (i.e.,

the number of technology process m wafers needed
is minimized), where dk denotes the number of die k
obtained from each wafer.

• D2: Use different wafer dicing plan for each wafer
(even for wafers of the same technology process). For
example, for the first wafer of technology process m,
we use simulated annealing to compute a wafer dicing
plan to minimize

∑
k∈Tm

D′
k where D′

k = Dk − dk if
dk ≤ Dk, and D′

k = 0 otherwise. If
∑

k∈Tm
D′

k = 0,
then the demands of all dies k of technology process
m have been met. Otherwise, there is still some die
k of technology process m whose demand has not
been met and we need another wafer of technology
process m. In this case, we repeat the step above
after updating the demand Dk of die k to D′

k. This
can be repeated until the demands of all dies k of
technology process m are met.

V. Experimental Results

We compared our ILP-based floorplanner with the sim-
ulated annealing-based floorplanner in [7]. The charac-
teristics of ten benchmarks are shown in Table I. The
smaller benchmarks are provided by [11] and we combined
the projects in the smaller benchmarks randomly to gen-
erate the larger benchmarks. The demands of the dies
in each benchmark vary from 100 to 200. We employed
lp solve 5.1[12] to solve the integer linear programs and
implemented the SA-based floorplanner of [7] in C++.
All experiments were run on an AMD Opteron processor
with 4GB memories. While performing ILP-based floor-
planning, we set up the grid size with the smallest p such
that p=q and p ∗ q ≥ N .

In the first experiment, we wanted to compare the per-
formance of our floorplanner and the floorplanner in [7]
if all dies could use the same technology process. So, we
computed the number of wafers needed using the simu-
lated annealing-based method in [7], and we also com-
puted the number of wafers required using our floor-
planner. The results are reported in Table II. For
all benchmarks, the minimum required wafers based on
our ILP-based floorplanner is less than the floorplanner
in [7]. The maximum wafer reduction is 52% and the av-
erage reduction is 30%. Moreover, the run-time of our
ILP-based floorplanner is also faster than the previous
method.

In the second experiment, we assumed that different
technology processes must be used for the dies in each
benchmark as shown in Table I. The minimum required
wafers for each benchmark is reported in Table III. Our

ILP-based floorplanner is again better than the simulated
annealing-based floorplanner and resulted in 50% maxi-
mum wafer reduction and 28% reduction on average. The
run-time of our floorplanner is again faster.

Finally, we tried two different mechanism of wafer
dicing. We used the same floorplanner (ILP-
based floorplanner) with the two dicing planners D1 and
D2. The minimum required wafers for each benchmark is
given in Table IV. The results of using a different wafer
dicing for each wafer is clearly better than the results of
using the same wafer dicing for the same process wafers.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an integer linear program-
ming (ILP)-based floorplanner for shuttle runs consist-
ing of projects requiring different desired processes. Our
floorplanner incorporate die replication on a reticle during
floorplanning to reduce the total number of wafers needed
to meet the different demands of different die types. Two
simulated annealing-based wafer dicing planners were also
presented. Experimental results show that our approach
achieves 28% wafer reduction on average compared to a
previous SA-based floorplanner and our method is com-
putationally efficient.
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TABLE I
The characteristics of each benchmark.

Benchmark M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 M10

No. of die types 10 10 14 15 15 16 18 18 20 20
No. of Technology processes 4 5 4 4 4 4 5 3 5 4

TABLE II
The experimental results of each benchmark if all dies used the same technology process. The required wafers means the

number of 200mm wafers required to satisfy the demand of each die in each benchmark.

Benchmark SA-based floorplanner+D1 ILP-based floorplanner+D1 Reduction of
Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers (%)

M1 9 325 7 18 22
M2 14 132 11 2 21
M3 16 122 14 11 12
M4 17 426 8 24 52
M5 26 281 14 26 46
M6 16 409 12 13 25
M7 17 646 10 217 41
M8 17 941 12 104 29
M9 17 1229 16 105 5
M10 25 1136 14 656 44

TABLE III
The experimental results of each benchmark for the new MPW problem which consider the desired technology process of

each die.

Benchmark SA-based floorplanner+D1 ILP-based floorplanner+D1 Reduction of
Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers (%)

M1 11 229 8 25 27
M2 14 345 14 2 0
M3 24 359 14 24 41
M4 24 401 12 107 50
M5 28 461 14 26 50
M6 32 248 21 243 37
M7 18 853 15 717 16
M8 18 988 13 693 27
M9 18 944 17 95 5
M10 26 1348 18 703 30

TABLE IV
The experimental results of each benchmark with the two wafer dicing planners

Benchmark ILP-based floorplanner+D1 ILP-based floorplanner+D2 Reduction of
Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers run-time(sec) Required wafers (%)

M1 8 25 7 393 12
M2 14 2 8 65 42
M3 14 24 10 2 28
M4 12 107 9 587 25
M5 14 26 11 6 21
M6 21 243 19 14 10
M7 15 717 10 395 33
M8 13 693 13 2814 0
M9 17 95 15 487 11
M10 18 703 16 723 11
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